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Track Listing   

01. Viva la Fiesta    

02. Dresden    

03. Die Toteninsel    

04. Innocence of the Beast    

05. Aryan Reptilian     

06. Vampa    

07. New Sex Order    

08. Factory    

09. Which Is the Goal?    

10. Panic    

11. Fight For Your Right (To Hate)    

12. Very Industrial People    

13. Van'ka's Death    

14. Office Punk    

15. Before Oblivion Comes   

16. Once We Were Kids 

You can not describe the music of the Italian solo-act TourdeForce without defining it with elogiative words. 

The project not only combines the best electro-synthpopish methodologies, but possesses an highly catchy 

melodism and an extraordinary communicativeness, always enhanced by intelligent and evocative texts. 

Christian Ryder once again manages to transport you into an incredibly vivid sonic journey, this time through 

his new release entitled Very Industrial People, an album that once again demonstrates how great is the 

talent of this protagonist who has been honoring for years the technological music panorama. Drum-

programming set at variable speed, suggestive flows of synths and solid vocals are the main elements that 

make this full-lenght an unique electronic scenery, so spectacular and unrepeatable, conceived and played 

with inspiration, originality and a great desire to amaze. The intrinsic beauty of this release is already 

imaginable by its solemn and triumphal sleeve, which explicitly invites you to dive into its hi-tech sounds 

running with your fantasy across its introspective concepts. You will be literally enraptured by irresistible 

harmonies, you will be enchanted by the meanings of the lyrics, you will dance for hours at the rhythm of 

many of the sixteen songs of the tracklist, to such an extent that you will want to click the "play" button once 

again! TourdeForce is an independent, audacious phenomenon, characterized by special compositional skills 

and far from the conventional synthpop models, who fully deserves all the interest and the sincere 

enthusiasm from his fans.  "Very Industrial People" is only for very special electro listeners. Like you.   
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